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The Department of
Natural Resources has
published the
Washington Mill Survey
every other year since
the 1960s. It includes
statistics and tables on
the production of seven
major sectors of the
wood products industry
including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sawmills
Veneer and Plywood mills
Pulp Mills
Shake and Shingle Mills
Log Export Operations
Post, Pole and Piling Mills
And Chipping Operations.

The statistics provide more detail than similar reports for other western states. It is
largely a record of the volume of log consumption and tally of production

The Mill Survey does not keep track of valuations or where the products are distributed.
Instead the Mill Survey breaks down the data into dozens of ways of looking at the
quantitative aspects of the primary wood products industry in the state. Over time
additional data has been added. The wood products industry plays a significant role in
the overall economy of Washington. Even though it is overshadowed by the computer
software and aerospace industries, it is a $7.5 billion a year business, according to the
state's Department of Revenue.

The Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) has a
strong interest in keeping
track of the wood products
industry. The agency is
statutorily required to
manage state-owned forests
to generate revenue to fund
several state institutions,
primarily schools.

Producing the Washington Mill
Survey is a labor-intensive effort.
The goal is to collect data from
every mill operation in the state. It
is a Census where the data is
compiled from total participation
by the industries.

Data gathering starts with
mailing out nearly 200
questionnaires. About a
third of the questionnaires
are returned within a few
weeks. Then hundreds of
phone calls are made and
dozens of faxes and e-mails
are sent out. The data
collection takes several
months. In the future
Internet questionnaires will
be tried out.

But at this time the most
effective data-gathering
technique is knowing who
to call.

The data is entered into an Access database, that was designed by Bruce
Hiserote with the US Forest Service’s Pacific Northwest Research Station. The
database breaks down the statistics into more than 70 tables.

Over the years new tables have been added by creating new queries and reports.
For instance, information about hardwoods have been added recently.

In the next pages are
several examples of
data tables to present
an overview of the Mill
Survey.

This table shows the
statewide tally of all the
wood products
operations in the state,
types of mills and the
numbers in each county
where Mills are located.

This table is also a statewide
tally but shows the total
volume of logs consumed by
each wood products sector.
In some tables categories
have combined and labeled as
“Other.” This was done to
avoid revealing statistics
about individual businesses.
Many mill managers would not
offer data without a promise
to avoid disclosure.

The next table shows the volume of logs that came from out of state. Since the Mill
Survey tallies the operation of Washington's mills, it includes imported logs. On the
other hand it doesn’t record logs that were harvested in Washington but sent to
mills outside the state.

This table
stretches out over
6 pages in the Mill
Survey. It shows
the volume of logs
harvested from
each county and
sent to the
counties where
mills are located.
There are some
surprises. For
instance, there are
mills in Stevens
County (in the
Northeast corner
of the state) that
received logs from
Grays Harbor
County in the
west.

This table shows
the percentage of
dependency for
logs from various
ownership
categories. For
instance, 16
sawmills in the
Olympic
Peninsula were
dependent on
state-owned
lands for up to a
third of their logs.

This table
reports
ownership
categories
and the
volume of
logs.

And this table
shows the
volumes of tree
species that
were consumed
by each sector.

There are more than
6 million tons of mill
residues produced
annually by
Washington's mills.
Many mill owners
receive significant
income streams from
selling mill residues
for pulp or fuel. Mill
residues could be a
source for alternative
fuels, ranging from
ethanol to wood
pellets

This table
shows the
volumes of logs
by diameter .

The 2006 edition of the
Mill Survey includes a
chapter on trends using
data over a 10-year
period. They show that
much of industry is
struggling in one of the
most difficult economic
times. Some sectors
have been affected by
the housing bust.
Others have been
reduced because of the
shortage of suitable
logs. Wood products is
an industry in transition.
Many operations have
changed ownerships or
invested in new
machinery to improve
efficiency.
Inside the Frase steam mill in Onalaska. Photo by Jim Thode.

Production

Except for lumber mills
and pulp mills, all sectors
have seen a steady
decrease in production.
Shake and shingle mills
have leveled off in
productivity even though
the numbers of shake
mills has dropped
dramatically. There were
some improvements in
2000 and 2002 for some
sectors, but by 2004 and
2006 they were reaching
the lowest levels of the
10-year period. Figures
1a through 1f below
display production
(output) by sector.
Lumber output from
sawmills has increased
fairly consistently over
the years, while most of
the other sectors have
seen a slow but steady
decline in output. Post,
pole and piling production
has a high degree of
variability between years.

Number of operations

This section compares
data from the 1996,
1998, 2000, 2002, 2004
and 2006 mill surveys.
Figure 2 shows the total
number of operations in
the forest products
industry in Washington,
by sector. The number
of operations peaked in
2000, with a total of 228.
Since then, all sectors
have seen a decrease in
the number of
operations, with the
largest decreases (over
50 percent each since
1996) going to the log
export, shake and
shingle, and pulp
sectors.

Log consumption

Between 1996 and
2006, log
consumption by
Washington mills
peaked in 1996, at
4.4 billion board feet
(Bbf). The lowest
year was 2006, with
consumption at 3.7
billion Bbf, a 16
percent reduction.
The share of logs
going to sawmills has
climbed over this
period, from 55
percent in 1996 to 68
percent in 2006. In
all the other sectors,
the share of logs
either stayed the
same or decreased.
This was due to the
overall decline in the
number of operations
in other sectors. The
biggest declines in
log consumption
were in log exports
and pulp mills.

Log consumption by log diameter

These tables provide a look at
log consumption by the
diameter of logs. Most post,
pole and piling logs are
between 5 and 11 inches,
none are over 21 inches.
Chipping operations will take
anything. Much of their input
includes small logs that are
not suitable for other sectors.

Log consumption by Species
5a Log Consumption by species

Douglas-fir was the
dominant single species
throughout the 10-year
period, comprising about 50
percent of consumed
volume (see Figure 5a
below.) In general, each
species or group has fairly
consistent consumption
levels over this period, with
the exception of “other
conifers.” This is due to the
increased consumption of
true firs in 2004, when
consumption doubled.
Figures 5b and 5c show that
the species consumption
mix between 1996 and 2006
has not changed much,
although there is a small
shift (3 percent) from
Douglas-fir to hemlock
between these two periods

Log sources

Private forest owners
(both large industrial
lands and small
parcels) are the main
sources for logs
throughout the 10year period. The Dept
of Natural Resources
is the largest supplier
from the public sector
– about 12 percent of
all logs. Federal and
other public forests
remain a small
percentage of total
volume.

Wood residues

Figures 7a and 7b display the
production and utilization of wood
residues by sector and use. Not
surprisingly, sawmills are the
largest producer of residues with
volumes coming from shake and
veneer and plywood mills. The
utilization of residues is
predominately for pulp, although
between 1996 and 2006 it is
increasingly used for fuel as well.
The largest percentage is sold to
pulp mills. But we see some
increase in mill residues sold for
fuel. Almost none of it is unused.

Productivity

8 Productivity by Sector

Productivity. This is a ratio of finished products divided by the input volume. It
is a measure of mill efficiency. Lumber, pole and pulp mills maintained
productivity levels while shake and shingle mills declined. All sectors remained
on a level of productivity throughout the 10 year period. However, shake &
shingle operations are seeing some of their lowest productivity over the tenyear period.

Sawmills

For the eight-year period
through 2006 the number of
sawmills (9) declined
slightly. But the real story is
seen in the increase of total
(9e) and average (9f) log
consumption where sawmill
production (9c and 9d)
increased by a third and the
productivity ratio jumped
from 1.8 to 2.0. Several
small mills ceased operation
and were replaced by fewer
larger and more efficient
operations. The next group
of graphs provide analysis
of the different sectors over
the period from 1998 to
2006.
What is notable in the saw
mill sector is the slight rise
in log consumption and
productivity, despite the fact
that the number of sawmills
declined by about 10
percent. In the past couple
years several large mills
were constructed (such as
in Centralia and Burlington)
or were upgraded with high

Veneer and Plywood mills

The number of veneer
and plywood mills
declined until 2002 where
it has leveled off. Average
and total output declined
during the eight-year
period. Total and average
log consumption also
declined.

Pulp mills

As with other sectors,
the pulp industry has
seen the number of
mills drop. Between
1998 and 2006 there
were several major
plant closures or
reductions in capacity
in Bellingham, Camas
and Cosmopolis.
However, total
production from all
products in 2006 was
nearly the same as in
1996. On another plus
pulp mills have
contributed to the
recycling campaign.
Waste paper recycling
per mill has more than
doubled and now
makes up 14 percent
of all raw material.

Shake and Shingle mills
At first glance, it appears
that things have improved
in the 10-year period for
shake and shingle mills.
Average production and
average log consumption
has increased. But the real
story is in the decline of
operations – from more
than 40 mills in 200 to
about 15 mills just six
years later. Many phone
calls I had with shake and
shingle mill operators
turned to tense
recommendations that
more forests should be
open to cedar salvaging. I
also heard stories about
how they lost long-term
agreements to access
forest industry lands. One
shake mill operator said
he was told that the
reason was because he
ran over a salamander on
his last trip.

Log export operations

Log exporting operations is
still waiting for overseas
markets to open up. Most
couldn’t wait and ceased
operations -- from a high of 42
in 2000 to just 10 in 2006. The
total volume of exported
timber, however, only
dropped by 32 percent.
Washington's log exports are
now handled by a few
companies that export a lot of
timber.

Post, Pole and Piling mills

The fewest number of
mills are in the Post
Pole and Piling sector –
a half dozen from the
census for 2006. With
little opportunity for
improving efficiency,
consumption and
production rose and fell
together. The difficulty
this sector contends
with is finding the
special logs for
producing telephone
poles. They need tall
trees that are 60 years
old with narrow
diameters and minimal
taper.

Chip mills
Even though production numbers
for chipping mills was gathered for
2004 and later, production and
consumption have increased after a
drop in 2002. Business trends and
an extreme weather event have
opened up opportunities for wholelog chipping operations. Most
immediately was the bumper crop of
fallen trees from last December's
windstorm.
A longer term advantage for
chipping operations is the decrease
in chips produced by sawmills which
historically supplied pulp mills 80
percent of their chips. Sawmills are
now more efficient and produce
fewer residual chips. They have also
slowed down because of the
housing bust. Now that difference in
chip production is being taken up by
whole-log chipping operations.
On the horizon are potential and
new uses of chips which include fuel
for co-generation power plants (like
the one announced by Simpson
Timber Company) and ethanol
production.

You can download Mill
Surveys back to 1998 at
DNR’s website in four easy
steps.

1.

Type in DNR’s
webaddress.
www.dnr.wa.gov

2.

Then click on the
Divisions.

3.

Then click on the Office of
Budget and Economics

4.

Click on Washington Mill
Surveys.

